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the meaning of fabrication is the act or process of fabricating the act or process of fabricating

a product of fabrication especially lie falsehood see the full definition fabrication is using

processes to create component parts that can be used to make a product or structure as well

as the process of constructing an item from standardised parts manufacturing meanwhile is

the processing of raw materials into a finished product that can be sold to a consumer noun c

or u uk ˌfæb rɪˈkeɪ ʃ ə n us ˌfæb rəˈkeɪ ʃ ə n add to word list c or u the act of

inventing false information in order to deceive someone or the false information itself the

report stopped short of accusing anyone of fabrication of evidence complete fabrication the
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evidence he gave in court was a complete fabrication metal fabrication is a broad term

referring to any process that cuts shapes or molds metal material into a final product instead

of an end product being assembled from ready made components fabrication creates an end

product from raw or semi finished materials there are many different fabrication manufacturing

processes metal fabrication is the creation of metal structures by cutting bending and

assembling processes it is a value added 1 process involving the creation of machines parts

and structures from various raw materials typically a fabrication shop bids on a job usually

based on engineering drawings and if awarded the contract builds the product the act of

producing a product especially in an industrial process recommended materials must be used

in the fabrication of the test equipment all wafer fabrication at san jose will transfer to the

minneapolis plant see fabricate fewer examples her lawyer says some of the workers claims

were an outright fabrication the act of making something a product from raw materials the
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synthesis and fabrication of single crystals synonyms manufacture manufacturing see more

noun the act of constructing something as a piece of machinery synonyms assembly see

more noun a deliberately false or improbable account synonyms fable fiction see more noun

noun the act or process of fabricating manufacture something fabricated especially an

untruthful statement his account of the robbery is a complete fabrication discover more word

history and origins origin of fabrication 1 first recorded in 1475 1500 from latin fabricātiōn

stem of fabricātiō see fabricate ion discover more we provide a fabrication process to twist

fiber electrodes into electronic threads that can be woven into large scale electronic textiles

electronic textiles can then be used for functions such uncountable specialist the process of

making or producing goods equipment etc from various different materials silicon chip

fabrication check pronunciation fabrication definition of fabrication noun in oxford advanced

learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
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synonyms and more in this tutorial we provide the readers with i the basic knowledge to

understand the principles governing an lfa and to take informed decisions during lateral flow

strip design and fabrication is the process of making something from semi finished or raw

materials rather than from ready made components in other words it is the process of making

something from scratch rather than assembling something welding is a fabrication technique

that joins metal parts by causing fusion through heat alone or together with pressure in

conventional welding an electric arc between the metal and an electrode is created and the

metals are melted in the welding area after solidification metal parts are joined herein a

functional heterostructure nicop mof composed of nickel cobalt mof nico mof and phosphide

nicop is designed and fabricated via the localized phosphorization of unusual lamellar brick

stacked nico mof assemblies obtained by a hydrothermal method cite fabrication noun

factsheet etymology meaning use pronunciation frequency compounds derived words
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factsheet what does the noun fabrication mean there are three meanings listed in oed s entry

for the noun fabrication see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence entry

status the poor wear and corrosion resistance of aluminum alloys has led to the easy failure

of surface performance in this work composite coatings of tic martensitic stainless steel tic

mss on aluminum alloy are fabricated by a novel approach of circular oscillating laser for

enhanced surface performance of aluminum alloys fabrication is the construction and or

addition of data observations or characterizations that never occurred in the gathering of data

or running of experiments fabrication can occur when filling out the rest of experiment runs for

example manufacturing and fabrication are common terms used to describe the process of

forming a new product from multiple raw materials these terms are often used as synonyms

and it s easy to see why the processes are closely related and they typically work together

however some differences separate manufacturing and fabrication processes microfabrication
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is a universal term used to describe the devices it is important to look at their advancements

as these two fields will benefit society in a larger way not only in manufacturing systems the

standard owes significantly to the specification for the design fabrication and erection of

structural steel for buildings published by the american institute of steel construction aisc in

particular the 1963 and 1967 editions the chapter organization



fabrication definition meaning merriam webster

May 01 2024

the meaning of fabrication is the act or process of fabricating the act or process of fabricating

a product of fabrication especially lie falsehood see the full definition

what is fabrication definition advantages disadvantages

Mar 31 2024

fabrication is using processes to create component parts that can be used to make a product

or structure as well as the process of constructing an item from standardised parts

manufacturing meanwhile is the processing of raw materials into a finished product that can



be sold to a consumer

fabrication english meaning cambridge dictionary

Feb 28 2024

noun c or u uk ˌfæb rɪˈkeɪ ʃ ə n us ˌfæb rəˈkeɪ ʃ ə n add to word list c or u the act

of inventing false information in order to deceive someone or the false information itself the

report stopped short of accusing anyone of fabrication of evidence complete fabrication the

evidence he gave in court was a complete fabrication



types of metal fabrication processes thomasnet

Jan 29 2024

metal fabrication is a broad term referring to any process that cuts shapes or molds metal

material into a final product instead of an end product being assembled from ready made

components fabrication creates an end product from raw or semi finished materials there are

many different fabrication manufacturing processes

metal fabrication wikipedia

Dec 28 2023

metal fabrication is the creation of metal structures by cutting bending and assembling



processes it is a value added 1 process involving the creation of machines parts and

structures from various raw materials typically a fabrication shop bids on a job usually based

on engineering drawings and if awarded the contract builds the product

fabrication definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Nov 26 2023

the act of producing a product especially in an industrial process recommended materials

must be used in the fabrication of the test equipment all wafer fabrication at san jose will

transfer to the minneapolis plant see fabricate fewer examples her lawyer says some of the

workers claims were an outright fabrication



fabrication definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Oct 26 2023

the act of making something a product from raw materials the synthesis and fabrication of

single crystals synonyms manufacture manufacturing see more noun the act of constructing

something as a piece of machinery synonyms assembly see more noun a deliberately false or

improbable account synonyms fable fiction see more noun

fabrication definition meaning dictionary com

Sep 24 2023

noun the act or process of fabricating manufacture something fabricated especially an



untruthful statement his account of the robbery is a complete fabrication discover more word

history and origins origin of fabrication 1 first recorded in 1475 1500 from latin fabricātiōn

stem of fabricātiō see fabricate ion discover more

design and fabrication of wearable electronic nature

Aug 24 2023

we provide a fabrication process to twist fiber electrodes into electronic threads that can be

woven into large scale electronic textiles electronic textiles can then be used for functions

such



fabrication noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Jul 23 2023

uncountable specialist the process of making or producing goods equipment etc from various

different materials silicon chip fabrication check pronunciation fabrication definition of

fabrication noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture

example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

tutorial design and fabrication of nanoparticle based

Jun 21 2023

in this tutorial we provide the readers with i the basic knowledge to understand the principles



governing an lfa and to take informed decisions during lateral flow strip design and

what is fabrication definition and examples market

May 21 2023

fabrication is the process of making something from semi finished or raw materials rather than

from ready made components in other words it is the process of making something from

scratch rather than assembling something

metal fabrication an overview sciencedirect topics

Apr 19 2023



welding is a fabrication technique that joins metal parts by causing fusion through heat alone

or together with pressure in conventional welding an electric arc between the metal and an

electrode is created and the metals are melted in the welding area after solidification metal

parts are joined

design and fabrication of hierarchical nicop mof

Mar 19 2023

herein a functional heterostructure nicop mof composed of nickel cobalt mof nico mof and

phosphide nicop is designed and fabricated via the localized phosphorization of unusual

lamellar brick stacked nico mof assemblies obtained by a hydrothermal method



fabrication n meanings etymology and more oxford english

Feb 15 2023

cite fabrication noun factsheet etymology meaning use pronunciation frequency compounds

derived words factsheet what does the noun fabrication mean there are three meanings listed

in oed s entry for the noun fabrication see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation

evidence entry status

fabrication of multi scale tic and stainless steel composite

Jan 17 2023

the poor wear and corrosion resistance of aluminum alloys has led to the easy failure of



surface performance in this work composite coatings of tic martensitic stainless steel tic mss

on aluminum alloy are fabricated by a novel approach of circular oscillating laser for enhanced

surface performance of aluminum alloys

2 1 falsification fabrication plagiarism bioet 533

Dec 16 2022

fabrication is the construction and or addition of data observations or characterizations that

never occurred in the gathering of data or running of experiments fabrication can occur when

filling out the rest of experiment runs for example



fabrication vs manufacturing what is the difference

Nov 14 2022

manufacturing and fabrication are common terms used to describe the process of forming a

new product from multiple raw materials these terms are often used as synonyms and it s

easy to see why the processes are closely related and they typically work together however

some differences separate manufacturing and fabrication processes

microfabrication and nanotechnology in manufacturing system

Oct 14 2022

microfabrication is a universal term used to describe the devices it is important to look at their



advancements as these two fields will benefit society in a larger way not only in manufacturing

systems

aij design standard for steel structures

Sep 12 2022

the standard owes significantly to the specification for the design fabrication and erection of

structural steel for buildings published by the american institute of steel construction aisc in

particular the 1963 and 1967 editions the chapter organization
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